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Description: The report titled “BRICS Tobacco Market Outlook to 2018 - Rising Consumption of Low Tar Cigarettes to Drive Growth” provides a comprehensive analysis of the various aspects such as the market size of cigar, cigarettes, beedis, smokeless tobacco segments in BRICS Tobacco market and future outlook of the industry. The report also covers the market shares of major players and brands in Brazil, Russia, China, India and South Africa in each category.

Key Topics Covered In The Report:

- The market size of BRICS Tobacco market, market size of China Tobacco market, market size Russia Tobacco market, market size of India Tobacco market, market size of Brazil Tobacco market, market size of South Africa Tobacco market, market size of China Cigarettes market, market size of India Cigarettes market, market size of Russia Cigarettes market, market size of South Brazil Cigarettes market, market size of men's ethnic wear market, market size of men's sleepwear market and market size of men's footwear market.

- Market segmentation of BRICS tobacco market on the basis of regions.

- Market segmentation of China tobacco market by Product categories, international and national players, By price range, By types of manufacturers, By different regions in China.

- Market segmentation of India tobacco market by Product Categories, By Cigarettes Size.

- Market segmentation of Brazil tobacco market by Product Categories, By level of tar, By Duty Paid cigarettes.

- Market segmentation of South Africa tobacco market by Product Categories, By duty paid and illicit cigarettes, By channel of distribution.

- Market segmentation of India tobacco market by Product Categories, By Duty paid and illicit cigarettes, By International and national players, By Gender.

- Trends and Developments in BRICS Tobacco market, Trends and Developments in China Tobacco market, Trends and Developments in Russia Tobacco market, Trends and Developments in India Tobacco market, Trends and Developments in Brazil Tobacco market, Trends and Developments in South Africa Tobacco market.

- Competitive landscape and detailed company profiles of the major players of Tobacco market in China, India, Russia, Brazil and South Africa.

- Market shares of major players of Tobacco market in China, India, Russia, Brazil and South Africa.

- Future outlook and projections of tobacco market in BRICS, Brazil, Russia, China, India and South Africa.
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